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TEIS 1ittle nurber is effective when a card

has been taken from the pack and not returned.
It is very useful as an 'out! when a specta tor
takes a card and refuses to return it to the
pack.

SPECTATOR1s given pack to shuftle thorough-
ly. ie is told to select a card while the pack
is in his hands, to place the card in his pock-
et anã return the pack to the perforner.

„EEN the perforrer receives the pack he in-
Kediately spreads it on the table face up, in a
long ribbon, raking sure that all the ināices
of the cards are visible.

PBRFORIR nor: states that the specta tor and
he hirself will đraw alterna te cards at randoa
trom the cards on the tale,.and that the per-
former will nake the spectator leave until last
a card which will indicate the chosen card.

SP£CTATOR now draws a card from anywhere in
the spread. The perforner åoes likewise. This
is continued until all the cards ate taken. Pr-
torrer then names the chosen card.
THE"Know hon ? iell, this is how it works

Spades and Hearts are paired and clubs and Dia-
monds are paired. In other rords, 1f the specta-
tor đraws a spade, you zust draw a heart. If he
takes a heart, you must take a spade. The same
procedure is taken' with clubs and diamonds. his
process takes care of suits. kow to study values.

RHEEN the speotator takes a card you must
take acorressponding cardwhich wili bring thetotal value of the to cards to 13. This slight
caloulation is nade mentally, of course. A Jack
counts 11, Queen 12, King 13.

AERR are a fow ézamples. Speotator takes the
4 of spades, You must take hearts. 4 trom 13 1s
9, s0 your corressponding card is the 9 of hearts.
He takes the 2 of diamond s, your corresspond ing
card is the Jack of clubs. He takes the 8 of
hearts, you must take the 5 0f 8pades. If he
takes the Ace of clubs, your card 1s the Queen
of diamonds. It he takes any of the Kings (val-

?.

Van Je
ue 13) you must take the coresapording King..
For instance, if he,takes the king of clubs,you
take the King of diamonds.

ALL the cards in the pack can be paired in
this manner. When the spectator draws a card
whioh you are unable to pair, the card you need
to match hís card is the chosen card which has
been taken from the pack. The card could be nam-
ed at this point but it 1smuchmore effective
to continue taking the cards alternately until
they have
point you can take your cards indiscriminately

beendrawa, however, from this
and without the nental count, This tends to
break up any sequence which would tend to give
a clue to the method.

THE known carå can be discovered in any des-
ired nanner. Here is a variation of one old đis-
coverywhich is very effective, It uses the rh-
ciple of the "hispering Queen". hen the spec-
tator has drawn the last card you tell him that
you willed him to leave this very card to the
last, since it is thenecessary indicator to
disolose the chosen card. 'ake this card from
the spectator, insert it in the pocket contain-ing thechosencard,withdraw it, place it to
your ear, nane the chosen card, eto. Use the
"WaisperingQueen" patter relative to the last
card drawn by the spectator, knowing all the
answers, it's gossipy Dature, eto.

+ERFOR.ERshoula practice in spreading the
pack on the table so that al1 the indices are
visible, and in locating thecorreapondingcards.in the spread quickly.
pression that he is rrakíng the slight mental
calculations necessary. A hesitating movenent
suoh as starting to take a card, changing your
mind and taking another one, helps in covering
up. Stress the point that the card left last on

He must not give the im-

he table is essential to the điscovery, and
that you will Make the spectator leave the re-
quired oard to the last by yourpowYer of will,


